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 “What do you mean? What’s wrong?” he asked, not making sense of what was happening. 

“Look there!” Sophia hissed anxiously. “That woman is here to visit Daddy too! If we bump 

into her, she’s gonna drag us to Daddy and say that she’s our biological mom. It’s gonna 

make Mommy sad!” 

 

Only then did Franklin understand what was going on. 

He looked over and sure enough, Yara was walking toward them in a lambswool coat and a 

pair of sunglasses. 

“Xavian, Clayton, um- Sophia and I…” Franklin blurted after coming up with an idea in the 

spur of a moment, “We need to go and pee!” 

Sophia realized what he was trying to do and quickly chimed in, “I can’t hold it anymore. I 

really need to pee now!” 

Clayton frowned and replied, “What’s wrong with the two of you? You were still okay 

earlier.” 

“Is it wrong to want to pee suddenly? I’m bringing Sophia to the toilet. Don’t follow us.” 

Franklin took his sister’s hand and sped toward the hospital’s side entrance. 

Meanwhile… 

Yara thought that the figure of the boy and girl in front looked a lot like the twins when she 

accompanied Kenneth to the hospital. 

However, seeing them running away in the opposite direction had only confirmed her 

hunched that they were Sophia and Franklin. 

What the hell? 

Do you really think you can run away from me? 



She wanted to take them to Samuel’s room and make Natalie understand that she was their 

biological mother. 

Don’t go thinking that you’re their biological mother just because you’re close to them. 

“Head in first, Grandpa. I saw someone I know,” Yara said. “Samuel knows them too. Why 

don’t I bring them over to his room later?” 

“Be quick then.” 

“All right.” 

After getting Kenneth’s approval, she took off her sunglasses and hurried to the side 

entrance of the hospital. 

Supported by his walking stick, the old man slowly made his way to the main entrance when 

he saw two boys who looked familiar. 

“Xavian! Clayton!” he called out, overjoyed to see them. “What a coincidence!” 

The boys were thrilled to see Kenneth as well. 

“Hello, Grandpa!” 

“Yes, hello.” The old man nodded happily and said, “The prescription you gave me worked 

wonders! I take the medicine you prescribed me every night, and I feel like I’m so much 

healthier now. My heart doesn’t hurt as it did previously too.” 

“Of course! Mommy prescribed it for you. Many people try to see her but not many succeed 

even if they offer her lots of money,” Xavian exclaimed proudly. 

Previously, Kenneth would have thought that the boys were just talking up their mother. 

However, after taking the medicine and actually feeling that he was getting better, he knew 

that they weren’t exaggerating at all. 

“Your mom is such an amazing doctor. Which hospital does she work for?” he asked. He 

wanted to hire her as his attending doctor so that he could live a little longer. 



Xavian and Clayton exchanged glances with each other before shaking their heads. 

“Why are you shaking your heads?” Kenneth questioned curiously. 

“Mommy doesn’t work for any hospital,” Clayton answered with a smile. “She doesn’t treat 

people entirely for the money. Most of the time, she does as she pleases or she’d leave it up 

to fate. There might be a time when she would reject a billionaire as her patient but treat a 

beggar by the roadside.” 

 


